Children with an extremely inhibited, anxious temperament (AT) are at increased risk for anxiety 43 disorders and depression. Using a rhesus monkey model of early-life AT, we previously demonstrated 44 that metabolism in the central extended amygdala (EAc)-including the central nucleus of the amygdala 45 (Ce) and bed nucleus of the stria terminalis (BST)-is associated with trait-like variation in AT. Here, we 46 use fMRI to examine relations between Ce-BST functional connectivity and AT in a large multi-47
generational family pedigree of rhesus monkeys (n = 170 females and 208 males). Results demonstrate 48 that Ce-BST functional connectivity is heritable, accounts for a significant but modest portion of the 49 variance in AT and is co-heritable with AT. Interestingly, Ce-BST functional connectivity and AT-related 50 BST metabolism were not correlated and accounted for non-overlapping variance in AT. Exploratory 51 analyses suggest that Ce-BST functional connectivity is associated with metabolism in the hypothalamus 52 and periaqueductal gray. Together these results suggest the importance of coordinated function within 53 the EAc for determining individual differences in AT and metabolism in brain regions associated with its 54 behavioral and neuroendocrine components. 55 56 
57
SIGNIFICANCE STATEMENT 58 59 Anxiety disorders directly impact the lives of nearly 1 in 5 people, accounting for substantial worldwide 60 suffering and disability. Here, we use a nonhuman primate model of anxious temperament (AT) to 61 understand the neurobiology underlying the early-life risk to develop anxiety disorders. Leveraging the 62 same kinds of neuroimaging measures routinely used in human studies, we demonstrate that 63 coordinated activation between the central nucleus of the amygdala and the bed nucleus of the stria 64 terminalis is correlated with, and co-inherited with, early-life AT. Understanding how these central 65 extended amygdala regions work together to produce extreme anxiety provides a neural target for early-66 life interventions with the promise of preventing life-long disability in at-risk children. 67
INTRODUCTION 69

Behavioral inhibition and anxious temperament (AT) are related temperamental dimensions 70
that are apparent early in life and when extreme, confer increased risk for the development of 71 8 i.m.), intubated, and positioned in a stereotactic device within the Siemens/Concorde microPET P4 91 scanner (Tai et al., 2001 ). Both FDG and attenuation scans were acquired. FDG-PET, which provides a 92 measure of regional brain metabolism integrated over the entire 30-minute behavioral challenge, is 93 ideally suited for assessing trait-like individual differences in neural activity. During the PET scan 94 anesthesia was maintained using 1-2% isoflurane gas. Images were reconstructed using standard 95 filtered-backprojection techniques with attenuation-and scatter-correction. 96
97
MRI/PET Data Processing Pipeline 98
EPI data were processed using standard techniques in AFNI (http://afni.nimh.nih.gov) (Cox, 1996) 99 except where noted otherwise. The initial three time points were removed and data were processed to 00 attenuate motion artifact (6-df), B 0 -field distortions, physiological noise (Glover et al., 2000) , and slice-01 timing differences. 02 To minimize normalization error (Fein et (https://idoimaging.com/programs/275). Native-space, brain-extracted T1 images were normalized to 05 the study-specific template described by Fox and colleagues (Fox et al., 2015b) using Advanced 06 Normalization Tools (Avants et al., 2010; Avants et al., 2011) . Each native-space FDG-PET image was 07 aligned to its corresponding T1 image using a rigid body mutual information warp. The resulting 08 transformation matrix was concatenated with that defining the diffeomorphic transformation to the 09 template and used to spatially normalize the PET images. Normalized PET images were global-mean 10 scaled within the brain using SPAMALIZE. Scaled PET maps were spatially smoothed (2-mm FWHM 11 Gaussian). Single-subject, native-space, brain-extracted T1 images were linearly registered to the 12 corresponding EPI images, allowing only for shifts within the coronal plane (Saad et al., 2009 ). The 13 resulting transformation matrix was reversed, concatenated with the diffeomorphic transformation 14 9 matrix, and used to normalize the EPI data to the study-specific template (interpolated to 0.625 mm 3 ). All 15 images were carefully inspected for quality assurance purposes. 16 To further attenuate physiological noise, average white matter (WM) and ventricular (CSF) time-17 series and their temporal derivatives were residualized from the EPI time series (Jo et al., 2010) . WM and 18 CSF regions were identified by thresholding segmented T1 images. To minimize contributions from 19 adjacent gray matter regions, WM was eroded by 2 voxels and CSF was limited to the lateral ventricles by 20 multiplying single-subject CSF regions by a template-defined mask. Artifact-attenuated EPI data were 21 spatially (4mm FWHM Gaussian) and temporally (0.008Hz-0.08Hz) filtered. We visually verified that all 22 datasets showed adequate EPI coverage without excess susceptibility or distortion artifacts (e.g., signal 23 shearing or compression). Quantitatively, we verified that all datasets showed adequate temporal signal-24 to-noise ratio (>100) in regions vulnerable to susceptibility artifacts (e.g., orbitofrontal and medial 25 temporal cortices) (e.g., (Parrish et al., 2000; LaBar et al., 2001) . Individual EPI volumes with >1mm of 26 volume-to-volume motion were censored. 27 
28
Ce Seed 29
The amygdala is a complex structure, comprised of numerous anatomically and physiologically distinct 30 nuclei (Amaral et al., 1992; Freese and Amaral, 2009 ). Here we used previously published in vivo 31 serotonin transporter (5-HTT) binding data (Christian et al., 2009 ) to objectively define the Ce nucleus. 32
Ex vivo research demonstrates that the lateral division of the primate Ce (CeL) expresses substantially 33 higher 5-HTT levels compared to neighboring regions of the medial temporal lobe (O'Rourke and Fudge,  34 2006). Capitalizing on this chemoarchitectonic signature, we used the distribution of 11 C-DASB (a high-35 affinity radiolabeled 5-HTT ligand) in an independent sample of 34 young monkeys to probabilistically 36 define the Ce seed (for similar mapping applications and detailed methods, see (Oler et al., 2012; Fox et 37 al., 2015b; Oler et al., 2017) . Briefly, dynamic PET time series were transformed into voxelwise maps of 38 distribution volume ratio (DVR; an index of receptor availability) normalized to activity in a cerebellar 39 reference region. Single-subject DVR maps were normalized to the study-specific template using ANTS 40 and averaged. The resulting probabilistic (i.e., mean) 5-HTT binding map was thresholded (250× 41 cerebellum) to define the Ce seed used for fMRI analyses. 42 
43
Quantifying Heritability and Co-Heritability 44
Voxelwise heritability analyses were performed using SOLAR (http://solar-eclipse-genetics.org) (Almasy 45 and Blangero, 1998) using pedigree information curated by Dr. Jeff Rogers (Baylor College of Medicine 46 and Wisconsin National Primate Research Center, Madison, WI). Heritability was computed as described 47 in (Fox et al., 2015b) and is only summarized here. Because the initial step in the heritability analysis 48 uses the inverse normal distribution of the trait being examined, the heritability of Ce functional 49 connectivity was estimated using voxelwise fMRI  weights rather than the normalized Fisher's z 50 coefficients. We first computed the trait's covariance matrix as well as a relatedness matrix, which can be 51 computed based on each pair of animals' relationship to each other in the pedigree (e.g., monozygotic 52 twin pairs=1.0, parent-offspring pairs=0.50, half-sibling pairs=0.25). Using the covariance and 53 relatedness matrices, we estimated the genetic and environmental variance of a quantitative phenotypic 54 trait (e.g., voxelwise functional connectivity). The variance attributed to the environment is considered to 55 be random for each subject, and not shared between subjects. Heritability (h 2 ) can be estimated based on 56 the variance in genetic and environmental effects, and the probability of h 2 is computed by comparing the 57 log likelihood of the model and the difference between this model and another where the variance 58 estimate associated with the trait of interest (i.e., Ce connectivity) is constrained to equal zero. To assess 59 the genetic correlation (ρ G ) between functional connectivity and AT, bivariate heritability (i.e., co-60 heritability) analyses were performed using a similar approach with a covariance matrix 61 As detailed above, FDG-PET, phenotypic (AT), demographic, and pedigree data were available for 592 69 individuals and fMRI data were available for a subset of 378 individuals, enabling us to compute 70 sufficiently stable effect-size estimates (Schönbrodt and Perugini, 2013) . Given our aims, we adopted a 71 standard a priori seed-based approach to quantifying intrinsic functional connectivity. For each subject, 72 we used AFNI to perform a voxelwise correlation between the artifact-attenuated EPI time-series, 73 averaged across the voxels defining the Ce seed, and voxel time-series throughout the brain. Correlation 74 maps were normalized (Fisher's R-to-Z transformation) and used to identify regions with consistent 75 functional connectivity across subjects. This was done by testing the intercept in a regression model 76 controlling for mean-centered age and sex, equivalent to a single-sample t test. As in prior work by our 77 group, the resulting map of Ce functional connectivity was conservatively thresholded (p<.05, whole-78 brain Šidák corrected). Next, we used a regression analysis to examine relations between Ce functional 79 connectivity and individual differences in AT in regions where Ce connectivity was statistically 80 significant. The resulting map was thresholded at p=0.005 (uncorrected). 81
Voxelwise heritability and co-heritability were calculated using SOLAR (using resources provided 82 by the UW-Madison Center for High-Throughput Computing) and controlling for the influence of age, 83 age 2 , sex, and the age × sex interaction. Voxelwise heritability analyses were restricted to regions 84 demonstrating significant functional connectivity with the Ce seed and a significant correlation with AT 85 (orange outline in Figure 2) . Heritability values at each voxel were extracted and a series of two-sample 86
Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests were used to rigorously test whether the distribution of heritability estimates 87
for Ce-BST functional connectivity differed from: 1) the set of voxels where Ce functional connectivity12 was significant and significantly associated with individual differences in AT, 2) the larger set of voxels 89
where Ce functional connectivity was significant, and 3) all voxels in the brain. 90
On an exploratory basis, we also examined voxelwise relations between AT-related Ce-BST 91 functional connectivity and individual differences in AT-related metabolic activity. To this end, each 92 subject's normalized functional connectivity coefficients were extracted from the BST region 93 demonstrating significant AT-related functional connectivity with the Ce (BST cluster in Figure 1 ). The 94 mean connectivity coefficient for each subject was then used to predict voxelwise FDG metabolism. This 
RESULTS
03
In 378 anesthetized monkeys, spontaneous fluctuations in the Ce BOLD signal were highly 04 significantly correlated with BOLD signal fluctuations within 3 clusters identified using a stringent Šidák- 
BST (Figures 1B and Table 1). Control analyses indicated that neither the 'main effect' of Ce-BST 25
connectivity nor the association between Ce-BST connectivity and AT was influenced by sex (t's < 26
1.14, p's > .25). 27
We previously demonstrated that individual differences in AT are 29% heritable (Fox et subsequently showed that BST metabolism is both heritable and genetically correlated with AT; that is, 31 they show similar patterns of intergenerational transmission. Here, we used the available pedigree 32 information to estimate the voxelwise heritability of Ce functional connectivity for the first time. Across 33 the entire brain, AT-related Ce functional connectivity was modestly heritable (Figure 2A , pink bars), with 34 the peak heritability estimate (h 2 = 0.45) in the same region of BST where Ce-BST connectivity was both 35 significant and significantly associated with individual differences in AT (Figure 2A, orange bars) . 36
Voxelwise heritability estimates in regions where Ce connectivity was significant and significantly 37 associated with AT are presented in Figure 2B and Table 2.  38   14 To determine whether the heritability of Ce-BST connectivity was significantly different from the 39 heritability of overall AT-related Ce connectivity, we ran a two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test to 40 examine whether the distribution of heritability estimates for the Ce connectivity values from all AT-41 related voxels in the brain (Figure 2A, pink bars) differed from the distribution of heritability estimates 42 for the AT-related Ce connectivity values in voxels within BST (Figure 2A, orange bars) Taken together, this pattern of results raises the possibility that Ce-BST connectivity is associated 50 with the inter-generational transmission of AT from parents to their offspring. To formally test the 51 hypothesis that AT shares a genetic substrate with Ce-BST connectivity, as it does with BST metabolism, 52
we estimated the genetic correlation between individual differences in AT and functional connectivity in 53 the region of BST identified by the heritability analyses (green voxels in the center of Figure 2B ). Results 54 revealed that Ce-BST connectivity and AT are significantly genetically correlated (ρ g = 0.874, p < 0.05), 55 suggesting that the genes underlying variation in Ce-BST connectivity likely play a role in AT. 56
When considered with our previous demonstration that AT is genetically correlated with BST 57 metabolism (Fox et al., 2015b) , these data raise the possibility that there is a common pathway through 58 which AT is influenced by genes that alter Ce-BST connectivity, leading to altered BST metabolism, and 59 ultimately change AT. To directly test this hypothesis, we extracted Ce-BST functional connectivity 60 from each of the 378 animals (Figure 3, left) . Next, we extracted AT-related metabolic activity (FDG-61 PET signal) from the same individuals using the BST cluster previously identified by Fox and 62 colleagues (Figure 3, right) (Fox et al., 2015b) . Because both Ce-BST functional connectivity and BST 63 metabolism were genetically correlated with AT, and because we believe that Ce-BST functional 64 Considering our sample size (n = 378), we have ~80% power to detect an association where Ce-80
BST functional connectivity predicted 2% of the variance in BST metabolism, ~97% power to detect 4% 81 variance explained, and >99% power to detect 6% explained. Thus, rather than insufficient power to 82 detect a relationship, it is likely that the observed lack of correlation between functional connectivity and 83 FDG-PET reflects the fact that the two functional imaging modalities reflect disparate biological 84 mechanisms. Although Ce-BST connectivity and BST metabolism are both genetically correlated with 85
AT, the present results suggest that these markers are governed by distinct/dissociable genetic 86 mechanisms. To clarify whether these markers are indeed additive and non-overlapping, we 87 computed a hierarchical regression examining the extent to which Ce-BST connectivity and BST 88 metabolism accounted for similar or non-overlapping variance in AT (Table 3) . Results demonstrated 89 that Ce-BST connectivity and BST metabolism account for mostly non-overlapping variance in AT (see 90   Table 3 ; note: nuisance covariates were non-significant, R 2 = 0.016, p = 0.293). 
69
Hierarchical regression examining the variance in AT that is accounted for by Ce-BST connectivity, BST metabolism and nuisance covariates including age, sex, housing location, MRI scanner location, and the number of prior exposures to NEC. To compute unique and shared variance, we used a series of hierarchical regressions. In the first model, we computed the variance uniquely explained by BST metabolism by modeling the R 2 change after accounting for AT-related Ce-BST functional connectivity. In the second model, we computed the variance uniquely explained by Ce-BST functional connectivity using the same approach. To compute shared variance, we subtracted the unique variance attributable to AT-related Ce-BST functional connectivity from the first step of the second model, which reflects the total variance (unique and shared) explained by Ce-BST functional connectivity.
Total variance in AT accounted for by BST metabolism and Ce-BST connectivity 
